Spurn Liaison Group
Minutes of the meeting on 17th October 2017 at 5.30pm in Blue Bell Cafe
Present:
Andy Wainwright (chair) (AW)
Terry Smithson
Larry Malkin
Paul Jefferson
Martin Standley
Sharon Smith
Ian Smith
Councillor Dave Tucker
Amanda Pannett (observing)
Paul Rigby
Adam Stoyle
Dave Steenvorden
Karen Abba
Andrew Wells (AWe)

ERYC Strategic Development Services Manager
YWT Director
Welwick Resident
Sea anglers
Friend of SBOT
Easington Resident
Parish Council
Local business
YWT Spurn Project Manager
YWT Spurn
RNLI coxswain
ERYC Principal Development Services Officer
Westmere Farm B&B

Apologies:
Councillor Lynn Healing
Council Richard Burton
Chad Chadwick
Gary Hornsby
SALT architects
Peter Merchant
Houltons
Rob Adams
SBOT chairman
Pat Swales
Secretary of Easington Evergreen Group
Roy Clubley
Parish Council
Haris Livas-Dawes
Parish Councillor
Christina Keyworth
Easington Youth Club
1. Notes of last and matters arising
1.1 Cllr Wainwright announced to the forum that Cllr Burton has resigned from the Liaison
Group
1.2 Ian Smith commented on the last set of minutes, in reference to a point of clarity
regarding sea-watching hide and RSPB’s stance.
1.3 Larry Malkin requested clarification on the of the purpose meeting, as it was his
understanding from the previous meeting that the meeting was to move forward
constructively rather than raking over the past and that the meeting would be a
workshop on the vision for Spurn.
1.4 In response, AW stated that the workshop would be covered on item 4.
1.5 Ian Smith questioned the effectiveness of the current communications plan, as Ian had
received a number of queries from members of the public regarding the lack of
communication regarding the new build
1.6 In response, Paul Rigby stated that a two weekly look ahead report is produced and ecopies distributed to Cllrs: Cllr Healing, Cllr Tucker, Andrew Wainwright, coupled with a
copy uploaded on the YWT website. Hard copies are also posted on the noticeboards at

the Blue Bell Café, Site entrance and at the Marquis of Granby due to the fact that the
YWT are unable to gain access to the community board in Easington.
1.7 AW welcomed Amanda Pannett as an observer from the local business community and
advised that she would not be invited to speak.
1.8 IS asked regarding the short notice given in reference to weekend works onsite, felt that
3pm on Friday was too late, but was an improvement to the absence of notice on a
previous a weekend works, where piling was carried out.
1.9 KA responded; that the information was issued asap and that not reasonable to expect
this on a difficult build programme.
1.10 Action; It was agreed for this information to be distributed to ALL members of the
Liaison Group going forward and local Parish Council.
1.11 Cllr T informed Adam to contact Janet Kettley for access to the notice board
1.12 Cllr T also made reference to an example where the Contractor conducted door knocks
to inform residents of any HGV/disturbance in Withernsea
1.13 It was agreed that the current communications methods are sufficient.
1.14 Cllr T raised concerns over the operating times for the Unimog trips during high tides
and should these be restricted?
1.15 TS explained that YWT endeavours to minimise crossings close to high tide and would
speak to the team to see if a review is needed.
2. Construction Programme Update
2.1 Paul Rigby provided an update on the key elements of the construction programme and
informed the group that due to issues with the roofing install, the revised completion date
is Thursday 21 December 2017.
2.2 The temporary scaffolding system would be dismantled by Friday 17 November 2017 with
all fit out and cladding works complete by the said date
2.3 Works to the car park will be completed within next 2-3 weeks with the exception of the
parking area for trades vehicles
2.4 PR invited comment on the report from Considerate Contractors.
3. Spurn masterplan
3.1 TS presented vision for Spurn - from Kilnsea Wetlands to the Point. TS explained that
some of the items are subject to permissions and funding. Not all have not been discussed
with all neighbours so would welcome comments and for group members to discuss with
residents and feedback. Proposals included:
• New land acquired by YWT adjacent to Kilnsea Wetlands
• Proposed new paths at Kilnsea Wetlands, Triangle area and around the Spurn Discovery
Centre.
• A view point from a screen/hide at Long Bank field (kilnsea Wetlands)
• Habitat creation in land adjacent to Kilnsea Wetlands, Well Field, Clubley’s Field and the
Warren.
• Confirmed that Canal Scrape hide will remain
• Dog walkers welcome to north of the Spurn Discovery Centre, but not on Spurn, and set
routes to be identified.
• Move fencing around Clubley’s field to create a wider access path and viewing areas for
the new scrapes/ditches that have been created
• Metal barrier at the Warren will be moved to where the main wooden gates are now at
the entrance to Spurn.
• Replacement of the Sea-watching from the Warren to the top of Big Hedge path.

YWT has no intention to stop people from accessing the public footpath that goes down
Spurn and will create an access point which encourages access for all (inc wheelchairs
for example) whilst preventing cars and motorbikes.
• Installation of a viewing screen on the Humber bank opposite the Warren Cottage
• Installation of a focal point somewhere near the washover to act as a focal point to
minimise disturbance.
• YWT is looking into the possibility of opening some of the underground
buildings/tunnels at the point to illustrate the military history.
• The old ABP office is open to the public as a welfare shelter, with use of the toilets
inside.
3.2 Both MS and AW felt that this was a very informative and positive outline.
3.3 A question was asked about how emergency services would access the point through the
barrier.
3.4 AS and DS explained, that it would be the same set up has we have now, with all
emergency services have a key to the barrier.
3.5 PJ asked are YWT going to be digging up the roadsides to stop people parking on them.
3.6 TS explained that ditches along the roadside will be cleared to aid water flow and that
some of the reeds would be moved to Clubley’s field.
3.7 Cllr T asked will there still be free passes to the local community for parking
3.8 TS - yes, we are looking into the best way of distributing these.
3.9 PJ requested clarification on future parking arrangements for when the Spurn Discovery
Centre opens.
3.10 TS explained that the planning application set out maximum operation hours for the car
park as dusk to dawn, and normal operating hours for the Spurn Discovery Centre
between the hours 09:00 to 17:00 Monday to Sunday.
3.11 There will be a barrier system to the entrance/exit and YWT is trying to set up an entry
system to allow use for as long as possible between dawn and dusk. Pay display
arrangement will be in operation, with arrangements for free parking by local residents.
3.12 KA clarified the matter regarding double yellow lines along Spurn Road, confirming that
there are no immediate plans to impose this measure. Highways will continue to monitor
the situation to include checking of the road surfaces and verges on an on-going basis.
3.13 IS stated that this answers the queries raised in March but disappointed that it has taken
this long to provide answers.
3.14 TS explained that he must have misunderstood IS queries as much of what is presented
has been set out in the planning application.
3.15 MS requested when the Highways Engineer was due to visit the area
3.16 In response, AW stated that Mike Peeke (Highways Officer) is happy to meet with
members of the Parish Councillors during day light hours
3.17 Action – Parish council and ERYC to arrange suitable date.
3.18 IS asked about the opportunity for the YWT to create a ‘Wildlife Spectacular’ at kilnsea
wetlands in order to attract visitors to the area. IS stated that he does not agree that
visitors at the Warren would cause disturbance and that RSPB have confirmed that
disturbance at the Warren is not an issue.
3.19 TS explained that YWT manages Kilnsea wetlands on behalf of the Environment Agency
and that a management group is in place to support the on-going management of the site.
TS explained that there is already representation on this group from local residents and
SBOT and that this is not a matter for the Spurn Liaison group. TS explained the potential
for disturbance at the Warren was identified through the planning consultation process
and an approach to minimising this risk was set out and agreed with the Planning
Authority and consultees.
•

3.20 DS asked why some keep hitting YWT, and suggested that people should work positively
together and actively help YWT.
3.21 AW explained that the Recreational Disturbance Management Group (RDMG) will be
considering the most appropriate ways to manage disturbance at Spurn. Dates for the first
meeting had been circulated
3.22 IS offered to become a community or Parish Council rep on this RDMG group.
3.23 TS confirmed that YWT had agreed to invite Paul French as an additional member of the
group as a representative from SBOT and that other SBOT committee members, including
IS could represent in Paul’s absence. TS explained that the RDMG would be a small and
focused group which would feed into the Spurn Liaison Group and that best not to
duplicate representation both groups.
3.24 AW suggested that this was something to take away and decide upon between ERYC and
YWT.
3.25 AW asked Cllr T to confirm the possibility of funding a new larger hide at Kilnsea
Wetlands, and that South Holderness Countryside Society would be able to match
whatever contribution Cllr T could make.
3.26 Suggestion made that the Kilnsea Wetlands car park should be extended
4. Any Other Business
4.1 KA stated that the ERYC would address any queries regarding planning & design that have
not already been raised on previous occasions
4.2 MS emphasised the requirement of the Liaison Group should now be looking into the
future, post completion of the construction works and planning discharge remit
4.3 AW stated that next and final meeting as required by the planning conditions would be
held around completion of the building and the ERYC will then step away from forum.
4.4 TS stated intent to continue with Liaison forum as important that people are brought
together to support a positive future for Spurn and the local area.
4.5 IS stated that the meetings have been too infrequent and in his opinion, should be on a
monthly basis.
4.6 AW stated that 2 monthly basis over last year was about the right balance
4.7 MS suggested that the Spurn Liaison Group protocol should be reviewed
4.8 PJ requested the forum to provide feedback regarding the Sea Anglers Code of Practice
4.9 PR suggested that to continue positive momentum some reps on this forum should
consider removal of the negative signage.
4.10 SS, IS and MS expressed right to state opinions and that removal of signs would be a
measure of future progress made.
5.

Date of next meetings

18th January 2018 – 5:30pm, Spurn Discovery Centre TBC.

